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LITTLE GIRL

LOSES HER

ARM,

CAUGHT IN

BETWEEN A

CAR CRASH

However, fate dealt her a challenging hand when a tragic accident led to the loss
of her arm. She really was at the wrong place at the wrong time.

A musical
prodigy named
Melody Melon
was born into a
family of
musicians.
Melody's early
years were filled
with the
harmonious
melodies of her
parents'
instruments. 



We managed to find a
new prosthetic arm and
its available for you. 

Years later, at one of her regular hospital check-ups, a doctor had some big news
for her. The inspiring story of Melody Melon began at that moment. . .

These are fantastic 
news!  I am so

grateful!

Melody could not wait to tell her parents! 
Something inside her made her feel that this day would change her life

forever - And she was right!



Her parents who were already
informed by the doctor, left a
surprise for Melody to discover
upon her arrival home.

Melody was scared... She was
already frustrated before even  
trying.. How could her parents
think she could do this?



Melody practices intensively
with her new arm,
discovering its unique
capabilities. The prosthetic
seems to respond to her
emotions, enhancing the
music in a mysterious way. 
THIS WAS DEFINATELY NEW
! ! !

When she eventually
picked up the violin

with her new
prosthetic, something

odd went through 
Melodys’ heart. 

Something changed
from her ordinary

state.

 This feeling was
new!! 



Over the years she created an intricate connection with her violin
through her prosthetic arm. This connection created magic that

benefitted anyone that came in touch with her music. 
People were able to reflect instantly on their emotions and find

joy even in their darkest thoughts! 



 "Harmony Heals:Melody's MagicalMusic." 

MELODY MELON

"THE RESILIENT 

VIRTUOSO" 
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